MEDICAL DECISION MAKING LIBRARY • NUMERIC CATEGORIES

1 Teaching MDM
2 MDM by Computer
3 Medical Decision Making (general)
4 Clinical Decision Making “Rounds” • NEJM “CLinical Problem Solving”
5 Clinical Reasoning • Reasoning
6 Probability Assessment • Cognitive Psychology • Prospect Theory
7 Heuristics
8 Clinical Prediction Rules
9 Algorithms • Guidelines
10 Calculating Posttest Probability
11 Test Performance
12 ROC Curves
13 Decision Trees • Decision Analysis • Influence Diagrams • Belief Nets
14 Utility Assessment • Shared Decision Making • Time Preference • Health Utilities
15 Risk
16 Conjoint Analysis
17 Willingness to Pay
18 Quality of Life
19 Functional Status
20 The DEALE
21 Threshold Model
22 Reducing Testing
23 Cost-effectiveness Analysis • Cost-benefit Analysis
24 Markov Models
25 Computers in Medicine • Informatics
26 Pros and Cons of MDM
27 Uncertainty
28 Critical Appraisal • Evidence-based Medicine
29 Outcomes Research • AHCPR • Health Policy